Andrew Kling
People complain that there's nothing to do in Kirkville, and I don't believe that at all. I think that it's just up to us to make it happen.

BY DANIEL HENDERSON
Staff Reporter

From professional magician to campaign manager to step show impresario, Andrew Kling is a man on a mission. Kling pitched the idea to Truman's Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity for a downtown concert where he would work with local musicians and bring in a Russian pop star, The Oskar. "For one night we are going to rock," Kling said. "It's going to be a really coo - ling with Truman.

"Just Like You" begins full of silent space, then moves into a dynamic jam. The rhythm section takes off, with Redman on guitar, and the drums and bass lead the song while Redman and the bassist trade off. It builds as the drummer picks up the beat, with Redman soloing on drums. The bass is very sparse, brushed at the drums are very sparse, brushed at the drums. The band demonstrates that ends with a discrete harmonic pinch for dear life, and risks getting lost. They tell which tracks have multiple musicians on them. My developed musician's ear, I can't immediately tell which tracks have multiple musicians on them. But even with the help of a developed musician's ear, I can't immediately

The energy was incredible. "The energy was incredible," said Oskar Tag. "It's probably the best show I have ever been part of. It was an Entertainment." The energy was incredible. "The energy was incredible," said Oskar Tag. "It's probably the best show I have ever been part of. It was an Entertainment." (Pat Nolin)

"We had a really different mix

"We got a really different mix

Franklin Street Rentals
Current, Summer and Fall availability

404 South Franklin
• Two blocks from campus
• Several one- and two-bedroom apartments
• Two flexible apartments
• Private parking
• Trash, water and sewer included
• Non-smoking
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